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EMR Specialist with 4 years of experience in Designing eLearning materials, 
demonstrations, and simulations using content creation software (Captivate, 
Articulate, etc.) as outlined by the EMR Management team. Updating and 
maintaining EMR SharePoint site with tip sheets, FAQs or other reference material. 
Leading classroom training by presenting training material clearly and with 
confidence.

2011 – 2012
EMR SPECIALIST - ABC CORPORATION

 Developed and implemented change management strategies.
 Helped manage projects and be a key resource for IT initiatives.
 Promoted technology adoption and helped support system onboarding.
 Understood the product in relation to other company products.
 Understood the product life cycle from development through sales and 

customer support.
 Possessed sufficient fundamental proficiency to successfully demonstrate 

knowledge of Incident Tracking and Problem Reporting in practical applications 
of moderate difficulty.

 Wrote problem reports that contain all of the necessary information for clear, 
non-antagonistic communication to those responsible for fixing problems.

2008 – 2011
EMR SPECIALIST - DELTA CORPORATION

 Duties will also consist of performing accurate indexing in the indxlogic, 
performing routine duties independently while providing onsite customer .

 Participates and support companys mission and vision and understands 
dependencies among functional areas and be able to suggest adjustments, .

 Responsible for unloading trucking that were received over night and either 
backstroking then in the appropriate stock room or place them on the .

 Also did replenishment which was replacing purchasing merchandise back in the
floor in various departments.

 Worked closely with internal staff, system users, and vendors to ensure 
successful implementation and understanding of system Conducted rounds on .

 Facilitating the conversion from paper medical records to Electronic Health 
Records.

 Creating workflows, implementing and customization of software, maintaining 
databases, security roles and settings, Creating workflows, training .
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EDUCATION

GED

SKILLS

Leadership, Classroom Assistant, e-Learning.
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